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A weekly rundown of the news and intelligence moving
markets in China and beyond.
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USD/CNY exchange rate hits 6-month low
The yuan's value relative to the dollar reached a 6-month low as the
countries' central banks diverge on economic policy. The U.S. is virtually
set for a 50-75 basis point interest rate increase in the coming weeks,
while economic policy remains loose in China. The devaluation may be a
positive for growth, which is currently the PBOC's main priority, since a
weaker yuan could boost exports. The PBOC outlined its intentions to
boost economic growth in a 23-step plan that would add 1 trillion yuan
in additional bank loans, among other goals.
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Work set to resume in Shanghai
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After weeks of almost complete lockdown, some workers will report
back to work in Shanghai. Authorities released a list of 666 companies
cleared for resumption of work. Many manufacturing, chemicals, and
auto companies are present on the list. Authorities also announced that
the creation of closed-loop systems, where workers live on-site at
production facilities, would be a requirement for resumption of work.
Experts estimate that, given the requirements for reopening, firms may
only be able to operate with 30-40% of normal manufacturing staff.
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World Bank, IMF, Wall Street cut GDP forecasts
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Last week, analysts at the IMF and across Wall Street cut their forecasts
for China's annual growth. The average now rests between 4.0% and
4.5%. The World Bank revised its global GDP estimate last week as well,
from 4.1% to 3.2%, meaning China's economy would still grow at an
above-average pace despite the recent downgrades. The downgrades
came soon after Chinese first quarter GDP growth was announced at
4.8% YoY. Economists expect GDP growth to fall in the second quarter.
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Research Downgrade Loses J.P. Morgan Lead-left Role in Listing
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After J.P. Morgan equity research analysts called the Chinese internet sector uninvestable and slashed
the ratings of multiple tech companies, the bank lost its role as lead advisor in the ~100 million USD
listing of Kingsoft Cloud, a leading cloud services provider in China. This isn't J.P. Morgan's first blunder
in China; CEO Jamie Dimon issued a statement of apology after joking about the CCP in November.

China and Solomon Islands Sign Security Agreement

Despite pressure from the United States and Australia, the Solomon Islands signed a security agreement
with China that will strengthen cooperation between the two countries. In addition to creating a safe
harbor only 1,200 miles away from Australia for Chinese vessels, the pact is indicative of China's
growing clout in Southeast Asia and Oceania.

China Ratifies Forced Labor Treaties

Amidst growing international pressure over accusations of forced labor in the western region of
Xinjiang, the Chinese government has ratified the Forced Labor Convention and Abolition of Forced
Labor Convention, two conventions enacted by the International Labor Organization, in 1930 and 1957
respectively. Although the ILO called the ratification 'significant,' some Western spectators see the
ratification of the conventions as little more than window dressing.

Gauging Sentiment
Our take on current events and what they portend for the weeks ahead.
Weekly Sentiment Outlook: Positive / Neutral / Negative
Pessimism to persist due to prolonged COVID-related disruptions, rising east-west tensions
over Ukraine response, and acutely poor performance across stocks and bonds last week.
Written by: Arlen Agiliga
With central banks across the globe beginning to take a more hawkish approach to decades-high
inflation, the potentially recessionary effects of higher rates sent stock indices around the world lower
on Friday; yields on everything from treasury bills to corporate bonds rose as well. Although rates in
China will likely not follow the global upward trend, expectations of an interest rate-induced recession
in the US, EU, and/or other important global markets will undoubtedly result in downward pressure on
asset prices in China, at least temporarily. Furthermore, heightened geopolitical tensions and trade
shocks stemming from the war in Ukraine continue to impact global stock markets and commodity
prices. With Russian officials declaring the beginning of the war's second phase and global powers
struggling to reach consensus on sanctions, a timely resolution to the conflict is unlikely. Although the
COVID situation in Hong Kong has improved and some work is resuming in Shanghai, it is unlikely that
firms in either hub will be operating at or near capacity for at least a few weeks. Thus, without more
positive news in the upcoming week, we believe international and Chinese market sentiment will
remain negative.

Chart of the Week

The U.S., China, and India generated more electricity from fossil fuels than all other nations in 2021. In a year of
historically high energy prices, availability and affordability took priority over sustainability for many governments.
Many experts believe the goal to keep average temperatures within 1.5°C of pre-industrial levels is now out of reach.

